
HEAVY EQUIPMENT

TOPIC DESCRIPTION

New Menu System Get details on the complete redesign of the IntelliDealer menu system,  
including rebuilt screens that are easier to navigate.

Part-Number  
Field Increase

Get more information about how we’ve increased the part number field throughout  
the system from 15 digits to 30. The parts barcode uses the same label but can now 
also accommodate 30 digits. 

Store Priority Table See how you can now define the store priority table by vendor and use it on  
the Advanced Ordering and Parts Availability screens.

Redesigned Screens Learn more about redesigned screens with a sticky-state (previously known  
as sticky searches) functionality.

New Configurations Review the configuration options that are now available in the screens. 

Equipment Profile See how the equipment profile is completely redone in the new screen environment.

Changes in Software  
Enhancement Requests 
(SERs) and Requests for 
Quotes (RFQs)

Gain understanding of how we now collect SERs, based on feedback from dealers. 
See how a new RFQ process replaces the previous “Quote” checkbox in the SER  
process and how you can initiate this from within IntelliDealer. (The previous SER  
process for non-RFQ requests remains the same.)

MyDealer Review several enhancements to the shop-for-parts process in MyDealer. 

Service Labor Agreement  
(SLA) Process

See how an SLA facility within the Work Order option assists dealers with SLAs.  
Based on job codes or estimated hours, the system will suggest an adjustment  
for labor hours charged if there is a difference found. 

Service Management  
Agreement (SAM) system Review the several enhancements to SAM that are available in this new release.

Equipment Inspection  
System

Get familiar with several updates that will streamline your process and increase  
accuracy, including new alerts for inspections. 

Labor Fee 
Learn about the new ability to add a labor-cost-percentage fee (with optional limits) 
to work orders. These labor fees are used to hit a specific part number for accounting 
purposes and will adjust the labor total. 

Custom Pricing See how the application now allows for additional discounts based on quantity.

Avalara Tax Interface
Get information about how an optional interface to Avalara tax services is now  
in the Parts Quoting and Parts Invoicing applications, which we plan to apply  
across all invoicing systems by the next IntelliDealer version release. 

OVERVIEW SESSION DETAILS

LOCAL TRANSPORTATION

Checker Limousine 519.659.0400
U-Need-A-Cab 519.438.2121

QUESTIONS?

Call Laurie Brown at 519.474.5910
Email: laurie.brown@cdk.com

Ivey Spencer Leadership Centre 
June 4–6, 2018 
London, Ontario

Classes begin at 9 a.m. on Monday, June 4,  
in the Amphitheater A and conclude by  
noon on Wednesday, June 6.

Our schedule is tight, so we need to keep  
the sessions on topic. If there are topics not 
on the agenda that you would like discussed, 
we’ll try to fit them in. Contact Laurie Brown  
at 519.474.5910 or laurie.brown@cdk.com

Please note: A valid passport is required for 
crossing the U.S.-Canada border.
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